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Abstract—Predicting the number of defects in software
modules can be more helpful in the case of limited testing
resources. The highly imbalanced distribution of the target
variable values (i.e., the number of defects) degrades the
performance of models for predicting the number of defects. As
the first effort of an in-depth study, this paper explores the
potential of using resampling techniques and ensemble learning
techniques to learn from imbalanced defect data for predicting
the number of defects. We study the use of two extended
resampling strategies (i.e., SMOTE and RUS) for regression
problem and an ensemble learning technique (i.e., the
AdaBoost.R2 algorithm) to handle imbalanced defect data for
predicting the number of defects. We refer to the extension of
SMOTE and RUS for predicting the Number of Defects as
SmoteND and RusND, respectively. Experimental results on 6
datasets with two performance measures show that these
approaches are effective in handling imbalanced defect data. To
further improve the performance of these approaches, we
propose two novel hybrid resampling/boosting algorithms, called
SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost, which introduce SmoteND and
RusND into the AdaBoost.R2 algorithm, respectively.
Experimental results show that SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost
both outperform their individual components (i.e., SmoteND,
RusND and AdaBoost.R2).
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I. INTRODUCTION

However, estimating the defect-proneness of a given set of
software modules is not enough for software testing in practice
due to plenty of criticisms of practicality, especially when there
is a lack of testing resources [7, 11]. Now take a typical
application scenario for example. A software development
team develops a new software project, which contains 100
software modules. Due to the tight deadline, the test team can
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Based on the investigation of software metrics [1-2] (also
referred to as software features), software defect prediction
utilizes historical defect data mined from software repositories
to predict the defect-proneness of new software modules.
Therefore, software defect prediction is often used to help to
reasonably allocate limited testing resources [3-5]. So far,
many efficient software defect prediction methods using
statistical methods or machine learning techniques have been
proposed [6-10], but they are usually confined to predicting a
given software module being defective-prone or not by means
of some binary classification techniques.

afford to inspect a small part of the project (e.g., only 20%
software modules). A sound technical solution is to identify the
modules that are most likely to be defective-prone before
excuting unit tests. Therefore, the test team builds a model for
predicting the defect-proneness of these modules or a model
for predicting the number of defects in these modules using the
historical defect data, including values of all software metrics
and the number of defects. After extracting the same metrics
from new software modules, the test team can use the learned
models to classify these new modules defective-prone or not,
or predict the number of defects in these new software modules.
Assuming that the prediction result of the model for predicting
the defect-proneness is that 30% of them may be defectiveprone, since the test team only can inspect 20% new modules,
they have no idea to which 20% of these modules should be
inspected. But according to the prediction results of the model
for predicting the number of defects, they can obtain an
descending order of the 100 new modules based on the
predicted number of defects, and allocate limited testing
resources to discover the most numbers of defects according to
the order (i.e., inspect the first 20% modules) [5]. Therefore,
predicting the number of defects in software modules can be
more helpful than predicting the modules being defectiveprone or not in the case of limited testing resources [12].
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Figure 1. An illustration of the difference between a model for predicting the
defect-proneness and a model for predicting the number of defects.

A number of prior studies have investigated regression
models for predicting the number of defects. Some researchers
[13-16] have investigated genetic programming, decision tree
regression, and multilayer perceptron for predicting the number
of defects and found that these models achieved good
performance. Chen et al. [17] performed an empirical study on
predicting the number of defects using six regression
algorithms and found that the prediction model built with
decision tree regression had the highest prediction accuracy
(i.e., the lowest root mean square error) in most cases. In

another similar study, Rathore et al. [12] presented an
experimental study to evaluate and compare the other six
regression algorithms for predicting the number of defects. The
results found that decision tree regression, Bayesian ridge
regression, multilayer perceptron, and linear regression
achieved better performance in terms of average absolute error
(AEE) and average relative error (ARE). However, the highly
imbalanced distribution of the target variable values (i.e., the
number of defects) degrades the prediction performance. In
most cases, the dataset contains much more non-defective
modules than defective-prone ones. In other words, the number
of defects in the majority of modules is zero, and the minority
of modules have one or more defects. When regression models
are trained by a highly skewed dataset, these models have weak
capability to accurately predict the number of defects in a
defective-prone module.
A common solution to forecasting tasks with imbalanced
data is the use of resampling techniques [18], which balances
the distribution by either adding examples to the minority class
(oversampling) or removing examples from the majority class
(under-sampling). Several resampling techniques for
classification problem have been proposed, such as RUS
(random under-sampling) and SMOTE (synthetic minority
over-sampling technique) [19]. In addition to these resampling
techniques, ensemble learning techniques have become another
major category of approaches to handle imbalanced data, such
as Bagging [20] and Boosting [21]. While resampling
techniques manipulate training data to rectify the skewed
distributions, ensemble learning techniques improve the
performance by combining multiple weak prediction models
(regardless of whether the data are imbalanced).
The aforementioned resampling techniques and ensemble
learning techniques are confined to classification problem, i.e.,
predicting a given software module being defective-prone or
not. Recently, efforts have been made to adapt resampling
techniques and ensemble learning techniques to regression
problem [22, 23]. Torgo et al. [23] adapted SMOTE and RUS
for regression tasks, where the goal is to forecast rare extreme
values of the target variable. Drucker et al. [24] proposed the
Adaboost.R2 algorithm, which is a boosting algorithm for
regression problem. However, it is still unclear what extent
resampling techniques and ensemble learning techniques
contribute to improving the performance of models for
predicting the number of defects, and how to make better use
of them to improve the performance of models for predicting
the number of defects.
As the first effort of an in-depth study of resampling
techniques and ensemble learning techniques for predicting the
number of defects, this paper explores their potential by
focusing on two research questions: Can resampling techniques
and ensemble learning techniques be good solutions to predict
the number of defects? Can we make better use of them? The
answers will provide guidance and valuable information for
choosing and designing good models for predicting the number
of defects.
For the first question, we study the use of resampling
techniques and ensemble learning techniques for predicting the
number of defects. Our endeavor is based on three approaches:

(i) the first is based on SMOTE; (ii) the second is based on
RUS; (iii) the third is based on the Adaboost.R2 algorithm. The
two resampling techniques were initially proposed for
classification problem and were then extended for regression
tasks [22]. We refer to the extension of SMOTE and RUS for
predicting the Numbers of Defects as SmoteND and RusND,
respectively. Using three regression models and two
performance measures, we evaluate the performance of the
three approaches using 6 publicly available project datasets.
Experimental results show that the three approaches can be
good solutions to learn from imbalanced data for predicting the
number of defects.
For the second question, our objective is to develop a better
solution that combines the strength of SmoteND, RusND and
AdaBoost.R2. Inspired by the SMOTEBoost algorithm [58]
and the RUSBoost algorithm [59], we present two novel hybrid
resampling/boosting algorithms called SmoteNDBoost and
RusNDBoost to learn from imbalanced data for predicting the
number of defects. SmoteNDBoost introduces SmoteND into
the Adaboost.R2 algorithm, while RusNDBoost embeds
RusND in the Adaboost.R2 algorithm. We want to utilize
SmoteND and RusND to balance the data distribution, and we
want to employ the AdaBoost.R2 algorithm to improve the
overall prediction performance using these balanced data.
Experimental results show that both SmoteNDBoost and
RusNDBoost achieve better performance than their individual
components (i.e., SmoteND, RusND and AdaBoost.R2).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the related work. Section III introduces the
preliminaries, i.e., the two resampling techniques and an
ensemble learning technique studied in this work. Section IV
and Section V show the experiment setup and experiment
results, respectively. Section VI proposes two better solutions
(i.e., SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost) to learn from
imbalanced data for predicting the number of defects. Section
VII discusses the potential threats to validity. Finally, Section
VIII addresses the conclusion and points out the future work.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review the existing defect
prediction methods. These methods can be categorized into two
main types: predicting the defect-proneness of software
modules via classification techniques and predicting the
number of defects in software modules via regression
techniques.
A. Predicting the Defect-proneness of Software Modules
Support vector machine [25-27], neural networks [28-30],
decision trees [31-32] and Bayesian methods [33-37] paved the
way for classification-based methods in the flied of software
defect prediction. These methods used software metrics to
properly predict whether a module is defective-prone or not.
However, the highly imbalanced nature of the defective-prone
and non-defective classes of the data set degraded the
prediction performance. Numerous methods have been
proposed to cope with class imbalance problem. These
methods can be categorized into four main types: resampling

[38-42], cost-sensitive [43-51], ensemble learning [52-57] and
hybrid approaches [58-60].
Resampling techniques are classified as oversampling and
under-sampling. Under-sampling reduces the number of
instances in the majority class to balance the class distribution,
whereas oversampling is a technique in which the minority
class is over-sampled by creating synthetic instances. One of
the most popular oversampling techniques is SMOTE [19],
which generates synthetic instances based on a number of
nearest neighbors. One of the most common under-sampling
techniques is RUS, which simply selects a subset of majority
class instances randomly and then combine them with minority
class instances as a training set. Resampling techniques are
simple and efficient, but their effectiveness depends greatly on
the problem and training algorithms [42].
In the process of defect prediction, misclassify different
software defect classes can be divided into two types, namely,
“Type I” and “Type II” [44]. “Type I” misclassification cost
and “Type II” misclassification cost are different. Some costsensitive learning methods [45-52] have been proposed to
address the class imbalance problem by generating a
classification model with minimum misclassification cost. The
problem with cost-sensitive methods is the definition of the
cost matrix as there is no systematic approach to do so.
In addition to the aforementioned resampling techniques
and cost-sensitive methods, ensemble learning techniques [5358] have become another major category of approaches to cope
with imbalanced data. Boosting is one of the most popular
ensemble learning techniques, which combines multiple weak
learners to improve the performance. In particular,
AdaBoost.M2 [21] is a popular boosting algorithm for
classification problem. The set of training instances is assigned
an equal weight at the beginning and the weight of instances is
either increased or decreased depending on whether the weak
classifiers of the current iteration classified that instance
incorrectly or not. The next iterations focus on those instances
with higher weights. In this way, AdaBoost.M2 builds a series
of weak classifiers. Finally, the strong classifier is based on a
weighted vote among these weak classifiers.
SMOTEBoost [58] and RUSBoost [59] are two most
representative hybrid approaches to cope with class imbalance
problem. SMOTEBoost is a combination of SMOTE and the
AdaBoost.M2 algorithm, which outperforms both SMOTE and
AdaBoost.M2. In SMOTEBoost, SMOTE is applied to the
training data during each round of boosting to achieve a more
balanced training data set. Similarly, RUSBoost is based on the
AdaBoost.M2 algorithm, but it uses RUS instead of SMOTE.
In our paper, the proposed SmoteNDBoost algorithm is
similar to SMOTEBoost. The differences between
SmoteNDBoost and SMOTEBoost are as follows.
SMOTEBoost combines SMOTE and the AdaBoost.M2
algorithm, while our proposed algorithm SmoteNDBoost
combines SmoteND and the AdaBoost.R2 algorithm, which is
a boosting algorithm for regression. Similarly, RusNDBoost
combines RusND and the AdaBoost.R2 algorithm, while
RUSBoost combines RUS and the Adaboost.M2 algorithm.

B. Predicting the Number of Defects in Software Modules
A number of prior studies have investigated some
regression models for predicting the number of defects. Graves
et al. [15] presented a generalized linear regression based
method for predicting the number of defects using various
change metrics datasets collected from a large
telecommunication system and found that modules age,
changes made to module and the age of the changes were
significantly correlated with the defect-proneness. However, no
performance measure was used to evaluate the appropriateness
of generalized linear regression for predicting the number of
defects [16]. Wang et al. [61] presented BugStates, a method
for predicting the number of defects at each state based on
defect state transition models. Ostrand et al. [62] and Yu et al.
[63] employed negative binomial regression (NBR) model to
predict the number of defects. They found that NBR is
effective in predicting the number of defects. Janes et al. [64]
used three count models (Poisson regression, NBR, and zeroinflated NBR) to predict the number of defects over five realtime telecommunication systems. The results found that zeroinflated NBR model achieved the best performance. Some
researchers [12-15] used genetic programming (GP) to predict
the number of defects and found that GP model produced
significant predictive accuracy. Santosh et al. [16] explored the
capability of decision tree regression (DTR) for predicting the
number of defects in two different scenarios, intra-release
prediction and inter-releases prediction for the given software
system. The results showed that DTR model produced
significant prediction accuracy for predicting the number of
defects in both the considered scenarios.
Gao et al. [65-66] performed a comprehensive empirical
study of five count models for predicting the number of defects.
The study was performed over two industrial software systems.
The results found that zero-inflated negative binomial
regression and hurdle negative binomial regression models
produced better prediction accuracy. Chen et al. [17] performed
an empirical study of six regression algorithms for predicting
the number of defects and found that the prediction model built
with decision tree regression had the highest prediction
accuracy in terms of root mean square error (RMSE). In
another similar study, Rathore et al. [12] presented an empirical
study to evaluate and compare the other six regression
algorithms for predicting the number of defects. The results
found that decision tree regression, genetic programming,
Bayesian ridge regression, and linear regression achieved better
performance in terms of ARE and AEE. However, the
imbalanced distribution of the target variable values (i.e., the
number of defects) degrades the predictive accuracy, but has
not received much attention.

III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we present SmoteND, RusND and
AdaBoost.R2 to learn from imbalanced data for predicting the
number of defects. Predicting the number of defects is a
particular class of regression problem. In this context, given a
software defect dataset S={(x1,y1), (x2,y2),…,(xn,yn)}, where xi
is a feature vector representing the software metric values
extracted from the ith instance, yi is the target variable, i.e., the

defect numbers of the ith instance, and n is the number of
instances in S, our goal is to obtain a regression model y=F(x).
A. SmoteDE
The SMOTE was initially proposed to address
classification problem with imbalanced class distribution.
Torgo et al. [22] proposed a variant of SMOTE for addressing
regression problem where the key goal is to accurately predict
rare extreme values, which they named SmoteR. There are
three key issues of SmoteR in order to adapt SMOTE for
regression problem: (i) how to define the normal target variable
values and the rare target variable values; (ii) how to create
new synthetic instances (i.e., over-sampling); and (iii) how to
decide the target variable values of these new synthetic
instances.
Regarding the first issue, SmoteR is based on a relevance
function and on a user-specified threshold on the values of this
function that leads to the definition of the rare target variable
value. The instances with the rare target variable value are
called as the rare instances, and the instances with the normal
target variable value are called as the normal instances. For
predicting the number of defects, we define the defective-prone
modules as the rare instances and define non-defective modules
as the normal instances. Regarding the second key issue, we
use the same approach as in SMOTE and SmoteR to generate
synthetic instances for predicting the number of defects. Finally,
the third key issue is to decide the target variable value of the
generated instances. In the original SMOTE algorithm, this is a
trivial question, because all minority class instances have the
same class, the same will happen to the instances generated
from this set [22]. For regression task, the answer is not so
trivial. The instances that are to be over-sampled do not have
the same target variable value. This means that when a pair of
instances are used to generate a new synthetic instance, they
will not have the same target variable value. SmoteR uses a
weighted average of the target variable values of the two seed
instances. The weights are decided based on the distance
between the synthetic instance and these two seed instances.
The larger the distance is, the smaller the weight. For
predicting the number of defects, we use the same approach in
SmoteR to decide the number of defects of the synthetic
instance.
We refer to SmoteR for predicting the number of defects as
SmoteND. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code of SmoteND.
If the number of the synthetic instances is less than the number
of the original rare instances, we randomly select (n×ratio-m)
rare instances to be used for generating new instances (Lines 1×(
)
neighbors from the k nearest
3). Otherwise,
neighbors are randomly chosen (Line 6). In this paper, we
choose k as 5. This setting is suggested by Chawla et al. [19].
For example, if we want to generate 2×m rare instances, only
two neighbors from the five nearest neighbors are chosen and
one instance is generated in the direction of each. The key
aspect of this algorithm is the generation of the synthetic
instance. The feature vector of the synthetic instance is
generated in the following way (Line 11): Take the difference
of the feature vector between of the ith rare instance and its
nearest neighbor. Multiply this difference by a random number
between 0 and 1, and add it to the feature vector of the ith rare

instance. The number of defects of the synthetic instance is a
weighted average of the number of defects of the two seed
instances (Lines 12-14). The weights are calculated as an
inverse function of the distance of the generated instance to
each of the two seed instances.
Algorithm 1. SmoteND
Input: Defect dataset S={(x1, y1), (x2, y2),…,(xn, yn)}
Number of the rare instances, m
Desired ratio between the rare instances and the
normal instances, ratio
Number of nearest neighbors, k
Output: Set O of the synthetic rare instances
1. if ratio<2×[m/(n-m)]
2.

Randomize the m rare instances;

3.

m= ratio×(n-m)-m;

4.

index=1;

5. else
6.

×(

index=(int) (

)

);

7. for i =1 to m do
8.

Calculate k nearest neighbors for i ;

9.

while index ≠ 0

10.

Choose a random number between 1 and k, call it nn ;

11.

xsynthetic=xi+Random(0,1)×(xnn-xi);

12.

d1←DIST(xsynthetic, xi);

13.

d2←DIST(xsynthetic, xnn);

14.

ysynthetic=

15.

Add (xsynthetic,ysynthetic) to O;

16.

index--;

×

×

;

17. end while
18. end for
19. return Set O of the synthetic rare instances;
B. RusND
The RUS was initially proposed to address classification
problem with imbalanced class distribution. The basic idea of
RUS is to decrease the number of the normal instances to
balance the ratio between the rare instances and the normal
instances. Different from adapting SMOTE for regression
problem, how to define the normal instances and the rare
instances is the only key issue in order to adapt RUS for
regression problem, because RUS does not involve generating
new synthetic instances. Regarding the key issue, as we have
mentioned in Section III-A, we define the defective-prone
modules as the rare instances and define non-defective modules

as the normal instances. We refer to RUS for predicting the
number of defects as RusND.
The procedure of RusND is as follows:
(1) Determine the number p of selected normal instances
according to the ratio between the rare instances and the
normal instances;
(2) Randomly select p instances from the normal instances;
(3) Combine the selected normal instances and all the rare
instances to obtain the training dataset.
Compared to SmoteND, the main drawback of RusND is
the loss of information that comes with deleting instances from
the training data [67]. It has the benefit, however, of decreasing
the time required to train the regression model since the size of
the training data set is reduced. On the other hand, SmoteND
results in no lost information, but it increases model training
times.
C. AdaBoost.R2
Ensemble learning combines a series of k weak learners
with the aim of creating a composite prediction model to
improve prediction accuracy. This paper uses AdaBoost.R2,
which is a well-known boosting algorithm for regression
problem. We present a brief description of the AdaBoost.R2
algorithm in this work due to the space limit. For the complete
details of the AdaBoost.R2 algorithm, please refer to Harris
Drucker’s work [24].
Initially, AdaBoost.R2 assigns each instance from the
training data set S an equal weight. Generating k weak
regression models for the ensemble requires k rounds through
the rest of the algorithm. In round i, the instances from S are
sampled to form a training set, Si, of size |S|. A weak
regression model, Mi, is derived from the training instances of
Si. Next, a so-called loss function is introduced to compute the
performance of the weak regression model using S as a test set.
All the weights of the training instances are then updated
according to the loss function. The process is repeated until a
preset number of weak regression models are constructed or
the average loss is less than 0.5. Finally, the output from
different weak regression models will be combined to produce
single prediction. The final output is the weighted median of
the weak regression models’ results.
In this paper, all boosting algorithms (Adaboost.R2,
SmoteNDBoost, and RusNDBoost) are performed using fifty
iterations. Preliminary experiments with the three algorithms
using more iterations did not result in significant improvement.

IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP
A. Data set
In this experiment, we employ 6 available and commonly
used software project datasets with their 22 releases which can
be obtained from PROMISE [67]. The details about the
datasets is shown in Table I, where #Instance represents the
number of instances in the release, #Defects represents the total
number of defects in the release, %Defect represents the
percentage of defective-prone instances in the release, Max is

the maximum value of defects in the release, Avg is the average
value of defects of all defective-prone instances in the release.
There are the same 20 independent variables (i.e., the 20
software metrics) and one dependent variable (i.e., the number
of defects) in the six datasets. For the complete details of the
software metrics, please refer to [65-66].
TABLE I.
Project

Ant

Camel

Jedit

Synapse
Xalan
Log4j

Release
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
3.2
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
1.0
1.1
1.2
2.4
2.5
2.6
1.0
1.1

DETAILS OF EXPERIMENT DATASET
#Instance
125
178
293
351
745
339
608
872
965
272
306
312
367
492
157
222
256
723
803
885
135
109

#Defects
33
47
35
184
338
14
522
335
500
382
226
217
106
12
21
99
145
156
531
625
61
86

%Defects
16.0%
22.5%
10.9%
26.2%
22.3%
3.4%
35.5%
16.6%
19.5%
33.1%
24.5%
25.3%
13.1%
2.2%
10.2%
27.0%
33.6%
15.2%
48.2%
46.4%
25.2%
33.9%

Max
3
3
2
10
10
2
28
17
28
45
23
17
10
2
4
7
9
7
9
6
9
9

Avg
1.65
1.18
1.09
2.00
2.04
1.08
2.42
2.31
2.66
4.24
3.01
2.75
2.21
1.09
1.31
1.65
1.69
1.42
1.37
1.52
1.79
2.32

B. Learners
This paper employs three regression models to predict the
number of defects, Decision Tree Regression (DTR), Bayesian
Ridge Regression (BRR), and Linear Regression (LR). The
first reason we choose these regression models is that these
models achieved better performance in most cases for
predicting the number of defects [11-12]. The second reason
we choose these regression models is that these models fall into
three different families of learning methods. DTR is a decisiontree model [69]; BRR is a probabilistic model [68]; and LR is a
statistical model [70].
It is worthy of note that we implement these three
individual regression models based on the python machine
learning library sklearn. We use the default parameter settings
specified by sklearn for these models. That is, we do not
perform additional optimizations for these models.
C. Performance measures
Previous studies [17], [65], [66] have employed some
performance measures, such as average absolute error (AEE),
average relative error (ARE), and root mean square error
(RMSE) for evaluating the performance of models for
predicting the number of defects. Using imbalanced defect data
to derive a regression model and then estimate the error value
of the resulting learned model can result in misleading overoptimistic estimates due to over-specialization of the learning
algorithm to the imbalanced defect data. Suppose that we have
trained a regression model to predict the number of defects in
the project Ant 1.3, which contains 124 instances and 33
defects. An AEE value of, say, 0.264 (=33/124) may make the
regression model seem quite accurate. But, an AEE value of

0.264 may not be acceptable—the regression model could
predict the number of defects of all instances to be zero.
Therefore, we need other performance measures.
Yang et al. [71] pointed out that predicting the precise
number of defects of a module is hard to do due to the lack of
good quality data in practice. Actually, for those existing
approaches that tried to predict explicitly the number of defects
in a software module, they used these predicted numbers to
rank the modules anyway, to direct the software quality
assurance team in targeting the most faulty modules first [15],
[65], [72], [73]. In the beginning, the percentage of defects
contained in the 20% of modules predicted to have the most
faults was used to assess predictive accuracy [15]. However,
the performance can be sensitive to the arbitrary cutoff value of
20%. Testing resources may be sufficient for testing the first 40%
modules, or resources can test only the first 5% modules.
Hence, Weyukers et al. [72] proposed fault-percentile-average
(FPA) to reflect the effectiveness of the different prediction
models across all values of the cutoff, and You et al. [73]
employed Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and Kendall
rank correlation coefficient [74] as the performance measure.
In the experiment, we employ Kendall rank correlation
coefficient (Kendall for short) and FPA to measure the
performance.
Kendall: Kendall rank correlation coefficient is a statistic
used to measure the ordinal association between two measured
quantities. Let (x1, y1), (x2, y2), …, (xn, yn) be a set of
observations of the joint random variables X and Y respectively.
In this paper, xi and yi are the actual number of defects and the
predicted number of defect in ith instance, respectively. Any
pair of observations (xi, yi) and (xj, yj), where i≠j, are said to be
concordant if the ranks for both elements agree: that is, if both
xi>xj and yi>yj ; or if both xi<xj and yi<yj. They are said to be
discordant, if xi>xj and yi<yj; or if xi<xj and yi>yj. If xi=xj or yi=yj,
the pair is neither concordant nor discordant. The Kendall τ
coefficient is defined as:
τ=

(

) (
(

)

)/

FPA: Considering k modules listed in increasing order of
predicted defect number as f1, f2, f3 ,…, fk, and assuming that ni
is the actual defect number in the module i, n=n1+n2+…+nk is
the total number of defects, and the top predicted modules
should have ∑
defects. The proportion of the actual
defects in the top m predicted modules to the whole defects is
∑

.

Then the FPA is define as
∑
∑
.
FPA is actually the average of the proportions of actual
defects in the top modules to the whole defects, which is a
more comprehensive performance measure than the percentage
of defects in the top 20% modules. A higher FPA means a
better ranking, where the modules with most defects come first.
D. Experimental Design Summary
All experiments are performed using tenfold crossvalidation. We merge the different releases of a project as a

dataset and divide the dataset into ten folds of approximately
equal size, nine of which are used to build the regression model,
while the remaining partition is used to test the model. This
cross-validation is repeated ten times so that each partitions are
used exactly once as the test data. In this paper, we set the
desired ratio between the rare instances and the normal
instances as 100% for SmoteND and RusND. The above
procedure is repeated 20 times in total to avoid sample bias.
Overall performance measure for all approaches is estimated
by averaging the results over 20 runs of tenfold crossvalidation.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we present the experiment results to answer
the first research question mentioned in Section I. Table II
records the average Kendall and FPA of all 6 datasets with
four different approaches on three regression models DTR,
BRR and LR. W/D/L (Kendall), short for Win/Draw/Loss
(Kendall), presents the number of datasets, on which the
approach in this column performs better than, the same as, or
worse than None, in terms of Kendall. In the same way,
W/D/L (FPA), short for Win/Draw/Loss (FPA), presents the
number of datasets, on which the approach in this column
performs better than, the same as, or worse than None, in
terms of FPA. For example, the data of the four column of the
four row is 5/0/1, it indicates that RusND outperforms None
on 5 datasets and fails on 1 dataset in terms of FPA. For a
more detailed description of the entire distribution of
prediction performance across all datasets, Fig.1 and Fig.2
show the box-plots of Kendall and FPA values, with the four
approaches for three regression models on the 6 datasets.
TABLE II. AVERAGE PERFORMANCE OF 6 DATASETS WITH THREE
REGRESSION MODELS ON KENDALL AND FPA
Model

DTR

BRR

LR

M

SmoteND

RusND

AdaBoost.R2

None

Kendall
FPA
W/D/L(Kendall)
W/D/L(FPA)
Kendall
FPA
W/D/L(Kendall)
W/D/L(FPA)
Kendall
FPA
W/D/L(Kendall)
W/D/L(FPA)

0.345
0.718
6/0/0
6/0/0
0.321
0.769
4/1/1
6/0/0
0.323
0.768
6/0/0
6/0/0

0.307
0.718
6/0/0
5/0/1
0.318
0.768
4/0/2
6/0/0
0.313
0.763
6/0/0
6/0/0

0.354
0.710
6/0/0
3/0/3
0.289
0.746
0/0/6
0/0/6
0.256
0.725
0/0/6
0/0/6

0.232
0.626

0.310
0.758

0.303
0.754

Our experimental results are in tune with the intuitive idea
that resampling techniques and ensemble learning techniques
improve the performance of models for predicting the number
of defects. We can gain the following results from Table II and
Figures 2-3.
(1) For DTR model, SmoteND and RusND achieves the
best average FPA value, but fails in the best Kendall. But, the
median value by RusND is higher than that by SmoteND.
Regarding to the average Kendall, AdaBoost.R2 performs best.

The Win/Draw/Loss values show that, on three regression
models, SmoteND, RusND, and AdaBoost.R2 outperform
None on over half of datasets in terms of Kendall and FPA.
(2) For BRR model, AdaBoost.R2 is worse than None. That
is, AdaBoost.R2 does not significantly improve the
performance of the baseline learner and, in some cases, can
hurt the performance. Despite this, SmoteND significantly
improves the performance of this learner and achieves the best
Kendall and FPA values. The Win/Draw/Loss values show that,
on three regression models, SmoteND and RusND outperform
None on over half of datasets in terms of Kendall and FPA.

show that, on three regression models, SmoteND and RusND
outperform None on all datasets in terms of Kendall and FPA.
But, AdaBoost.R2 is worse than None. That is, AdaBoost.R2
does not significantly improve the performance of the baseline
learner and, in some cases, can hurt the performance.

To sum up, in almost all situations, SmoteND and
RusND are significant than None. That is, the
improvements obtained by resampling are not specific to
any single learner or performance measures. With the
exception of BRR and LR, AdaBoost.R2 generally
performs similar to or better than None. Therefore, we
can conclude that resampling techniques and ensemble
learning techniques are good solutions to predict the
number of defects.
VI. SMOTENDBOOST AND RUSNDBOOST
To further improve the performance of SmoteND, RusND
and AdaBoost.R2, we propose SmoteNDBoost and
RusNDBoost, which introduce SmoteND and RusND into the
AdaBoost.R2 algorithm to learn from imbalanced data for
predicting the number of defects.
A. SmoteNDBoost
Inspired by the SMOTEBoost algorithm [58], we propose a
SmoteNDBoost algorithm that combines SmoteND and the
AdaBoost.R2 algorithm. We want to utilize SmoteND to
balance the data distribution, and we want to employ
AdaBoost.R2 to improve the overall predictive performance
using these balanced data.

Figure 2. Box-plots for Kendall on 6 datasets with three regression models.

Algorithm 2 presents the pseudo-code of SmoteNDBoost.
(1) In step 1, the weights of each instance are initialized to
1/n, where n is the number of instances in the training data set.
(2) In step 2, the average loss function

Figure 3. Box-plots for FPA on 6 datasets with three regression models.

(3) For LR model, SmoteND performs better FPA values
than all the other approaches. The Win/Draw/Loss values

is initialized to 0.

(3) In step 3, T weak regression models are iteratively
trained, as shown in steps 3a–3h. In step 3a, SmoteND is
applied to create synthetic instances from rare instances until
the new (temporary) training data set St’ accord with the
desired ratio between the rare instances and the normal
instances. For example, if the desired ratio between the rare
instances and the normal instances is 50:50, then the synthetic
instances are created until the numbers of the rare instances and
the normal instances are equal. As a result, St’ will have a new
weight distribution Dt’. Introducing SmoteND in each round of
boosting will enable learner to learn from more of the rare
instances. It is worthy to note that the synthetic instances are
discarded after training a weak learner (step 3b) at iteration t.
That is, they are not added to the original defect dataset.
Therefore, we produce a different set of synthetic instances in
each iteration, which increases the diversity amongst the
regression models in the ensemble. After each boosting
iteration, the error-estimation is on the original defect dataset S
(steps 3c-3e). In step 3g, the weight update parameter βt is
calculated as /(1- ). Next, the weight distribution for the
next iteration Dt+1 is updated (step 3h).

(4) After T iterations of step 3, the final prediction model
F(x) is returned as a weighted vote of the T weak learner (step
4).
Algorithm 2. SmoteNDBoost
Input: Defect dataset S={(x1, y1), (x2, y2),…,(xn, yn)}
Desired ratio between the rare instances and the
normal instances, ratio
Number of nearest neighbors, k
Weak Learner, WeakLearn
Number of iterations, T
Output: a prediction model F(x)
1. Initialize D1(i)=1/n for all i;
2. Initialize average loss function

=0;

3. for t =1 to T do
(a) Create a temporary training dataset St’ with
distribution Dt’ using SmoteND;
(b) Train a weak learner y=ft(x) using St’ and its
distribution Dt’;
(c) Calculate the loss for each training instance in S as
It(i)=| ft(xi)-yi|;
(d) Calculate the loss function Lt(i)=

()

training instance in S where Denomt=
(e) Calculate the average loss
(g) Set βt=

=∑

for each
, ..

(It(i));

t(i)Dt(i);

/(1- );

(h) Update distribution Dt as Dt+1(i)=

()

(

( ))

,

where Zt is a normalization factor such that Dt+1
will be a distribution;
4. Output the final prediction model:
F(x)=inf y ∈ R: ∑

:

( )

log( ) ≥ ∑ log( )

B. RusNDBoost
RusNDBoost is based on the SmoteNDBoost algorithm,
which is, in turn, based on the AdaBoost.R2 algorithm.
SmoteNDBoost improves upon AdaBoost.R2 by introducing
SmoteND, which helps to balance the distribution, while
AdaBoost.R2 improves the overall predictive performance
using these balanced data. The difference between
RusNDBoost and SmoteNDBoost is that RusNDBoost applies
RusND to the training data to achieve a more balanced training
data set while SmoteNDBoost applies SmoteND. Therefore,
Algorithm 2 can be modified to represent the RusNDBoost
algorithm by changing step 3a to

Create a temporary training dataset St’ with distribution
Dt’ using RusND;

The RusNDBoost algorithm can overcome two drawbacks
of SmoteNDBoost. First, RusNDBoost decreases the
complexity of the algorithm. SmoteND must find the k nearest
neighbors of the rare instance and extrapolate between them to
make new instances. On the other hand, RusND simply deletes
the normal instances at random. Second, since SmoteND adds
the synthetic instances to the training dataset, it results in
longer model training times. The effect is compounded by
SmoteNDBoost’s use of boosting. On the other hand, RusND
results in smaller training data sets and, therefore, shorter
model training times of RusNDBoost.
C. Experimental Results
In this paper, we set the desired ratio between the rare
instances and the normal instances as 100% for SmoteNDBoost
and RusNDBoost. The ten-fold cross validation is repeated 20
times in total for SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost to avoid
sample bias. Overall performance measures for SmoteNDBoost
and RusNDBoost are estimated by averaging the results over
20 runs of tenfold cross-validation. Then, SmoteNDBoost and
RusNDBoost are compared to their individual components
(SmoteND, RusND and AdaBoost.R2) and None.
We perform the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [75] to analyze
whether the performance values of SmoteNDBoost and
RusNDBoost is statistically significant different with those of
the compared approaches on three regression models over all
datasets. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a non-parameter
method of statistically significant test. For the performance
values of two approaches compared, the null hypothesis is that
there exists no significant difference between the two
approaches. If the p-value that results from Wilcoxon test is
less than 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected. That is, the
difference between the two approaches is identified as
statistically significant. The significant test is implemented in
IBM SPSS Statistics [76]. In additional, we compute the effect
size, Hedges’g [77], to quantify the amount of difference
between two approaches. A positive Hedges’g indicates that
the performance of the prevision approach has a greater effect
than that of the latter approach.
Tables III, IV, and V present the detailed FPA values of
each datasets on three regression models with the p-values and
Hedges’g values. The row labeled “p-value (1)” and the row
labeled “Hedges’g (1)” present the comparison results between
SmoteNDBoost and other approaches. The row labeled “pvalue (2)” and the row labeled “Hedges’g (2)” present the
comparison results between RusNDBoost and other approaches.
The following observations are derived from the data in
Tables III, IV, and V.
(1) In almost all situations, both SmoteNDBoost and
RusNDBoost perform significantly better than SmoteND,
RusND, and AdaBoost.R2. In other words, the application of
hybrid resampling/boosting is better than resampling and
boosting alone, and the improvements obtained by hybrid
resampling/boosting are not specific to any single learner.
(2) SmoteND and RusND are significantly better than
AdaBoost.R2 and None on the three regression models.

(3) There is no significant difference between the
performances of SmoteND and RusND. The average FPA
values of SmoteND and RusND on the three regression models
are very similar.
(4) While there is no significant difference between the
performances of SmoteND and RusND, it is not the case that
the performances between SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost
are similar. With DTR and LR as the base learner,
RusNDBoost outperforms SmoteNDBoost. With BRR as the
base learner, SmoteNDBoost is preferred over RusNDBoost.
TABLE III.
Project

FPA VALUES ON 6 DATASETS USING DTR

SmoteNDBoost RusNDBoost SmoteND

0.749
0.698
0.760
0.689
0.676
0.772
0.724

Ant
Camel
Jedit
Synapse
Xalan
Log4j
Avg
p-value(1)
Hedges’g(1)
p-value(2)
Hedges’g(2)

0.116
0.359

TABLE IV.
Project

0.757
0.725
0.812
0.718
0.659
0.775
0.741
0.116
-0.359

0.71
0.719
0.787
0.695
0.635
0.762
0.718
0.600
0.126
0.028
0.434

0.828
0.776
0.851
0.732
0.702
0.83
0.787

Jedit
Synapse
Xalan
Log4j
Avg
p-value(1)
Hebdges’g(1)
p-value(2)
Hedges’g(2)

Project
Ant
Camel
Jedit
Synapse
Xalan
Log4j
Avg

0.819
0.736
0.841
0.747
0.701
0.819
0.777

Hebdges’g(1)
p-value(2)

0.809
0.732
0.838
0.720
0.689
0.827
0.769
0.027
0.282
0.249
0.138

0.043
0.178

0.715
0.693
0.76
0.686
0.634
0.775
0.710
0.104
0.289
0.420
0.583

0.61
0.615
0.671
0.608
0.584
0.668
0.626
0.028
2.557
0.270
2.558

(2) For BRR model, the median value by SmoteNDBoost is
much higher than that by other approaches, while the median
value by RusNDBoost is a little lower than that by SmoteND.
In addition, the maximum values by SmoteNDBoost and
RusNDBoost is higher than that by AdaBoost.R2 and None
and a little lower than that by SmoteND and RusND.
(3) For LR model, the median value by RusNDBoost is
much higher than that by all other approaches, and the median
value by SmoteNDBoost is a little lower than AdaBoost.R2.
The maximum values by SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost are
higher than that by other approaches, except AdaBoost.R2 and
SmoteND.

RusND AdaBoost.R2 None

0.808
0.728
0.836
0.721
0.687
0.827
0.768
0.027
0.303
0.248
0.160

0.786
0.711
0.804
0.698
0.669
0.808
0.746
0.028
0.673
0.028
0.543

0.803
0.714
0.831
0.709
0.683
0.807
0.758
0.027
0.467
0.075
0.331

FPA VALUES ON 6 DATASETS USING LR

SmoteNDBoost RusNDBoost SmoteND

p-value(1)

Hedges’g(2)

0.811
0.740
0.821
0.753
0.699
0.840
0.777
0.345
0.159

0.345
-0.159

TABLE V.

0.724
0.691
0.785
0.718
0.641
0.747
0.718
0.596
0.140
0.043
0.458

(1) For DTR model, the median values by SmoteNDBoost
and RusNDBoost are higher than that by SmoteND, RusND,
AdaBoost.R2 and None. In addition, the maximum value by
SmoteNDBoost is much higher than that by other approaches,
except AdaBoost.R2.

FPA VALUES ON 6 DATASETS USING BRR

SmoteNDBoost RusNDBoost SmoteND

Ant
Camel

RusND AdaBoost.R2 None

Figure 4 shows the box-plot of Kendall values, with the six
approaches for three regression models on the 6 datasets. We
can gain the following results from Figure 4.

0.826
0.759
0.853
0.747
0.716
0.821
0.787
0.043
-0.178

0.806
0.736
0.839
0.726
0.685
0.815
0.768
0.043
0.159
0.028
0.335

RusND AdaBoost.R2 None

0.803
0.728
0.835
0.72
0.681
0.808
0.763
0.028
0.250
0.028
0.426

0.764
0.704
0.784
0.670
0.651
0.775
0.725
0.028
1.230
0.028
1.450

0.797
0.714
0.832
0.708
0.678
0.794
0.754
0.027
0.394
0.028
0.573

Figure 4. Box-plots for Kendall on 6 datasets with three regression models.

Finally, we directly compare SmoteNDBoost and
RusNDBoost in Table VI. We revert to computing a standard tstatistic [78] to compare the means of these two approaches to
obtain a more precise comparison. Table VI compares only
SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost, with a two-sample t-statistic
calculated for each learner and data set, presented by a
performance metric. Therefore, each column totals to 18 (3
learners × 6 datasets), and in total, 36 pairwise comparisons
between SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost were performed,
each with a 95% confidence level. The first row represents the
number of times that SmoteNDBoost significantly outperforms
RusNDBoost, the second row is the number of times that
RusNDBoost significantly outperforms SmoteNDBoost, and
the final row represents the cases with no significant difference

between SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost. Overall,
SmoteNDBoost is comparably to RusNDBoost, particularly
relative to the Kendall and FPA performance measure.
However, SmoteND’s main drawback (increasing the model
training time due to larger training data sets) is amplified by its
combination with AdaBoost.R2. Given the similar performance
between SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost, one would prefer
the simpler and faster approach: RusNDBoost.
TABLE VI. T-TEST COMPARISON OF SMOTENDBOOST AND RUSNDBOOST

SmoteNDBoost
RusNDBoost
Neither

Kendall

FPA

Total

3
4
11

4
5
9

7
9
20

To sum up, in almost all situations, both
SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost perform significantly
better than SmoteND, RusND, AdaBoost.R2 and None,
and
RusNDBoost
performs
comparably
to
SmoteNDBoost while being a simpler and faster
approach.
VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY
In this section, we discuss several validity threats that may
have an impact on the results of our studies.
External validity. Threats to external validity occur when
the results of our experiments cannot be generalized. Although
these datasets have been widely used in many software defect
prediction studies, we still cannot claim that our conclusion can
be generalized to other datasets. Another threat is the choice of
the desired ratio between the rare instances and the normal
instances. In this paper, we choose 5 different desired ratios
(i.e., 80%, 90%, 100%, 110%, and 120%). For different
datasets, the best desired ratio might be different, which might
lead to different results.
Internal validity. We list several concerns about the bias
in regression models selection and the incorrect
implementation process of experiments. To avoid these threats,
we choose three state-of-the-art regression models, which
represent three categories: BRR as a probabilistic model, DTR
a decision-tree model, LR as a statistical model. For the
implementation, we use the python machine learning library
sklearn to avoid the potential faults during the implementation
process of the experiment.
Construct validity. Threats to construct validity focus on
the bias of the measures used to evaluate the prediction
performance. In our experiments, we employ Kendall rank
correlation coefficient and FPA as the evaluation measures.
Nonetheless, other evaluation measures such as Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient and cost effectiveness graph [79]
can also be considered.
Conclusion validity. Threats to conclusion validity focus
on the statistical analysis method. In this work, we use
Wilcoxon signed-rank test to statistically analyze the six

approaches and a standard t-statistic test to compare
SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Predicting the number of defects in software modules can
be more helpful instead of predicting the modules being
defective-prone or not. The imbalanced distribution of the
target variable values (i.e., the number of defects) is the main
cause of its learning difficulty, but has not received much
attention. As the first effort of an in-depth study, this paper
studies whether and how resampling techniques and ensemble
learning techniques can improve the performance of models for
predicting the number of defects. We investigate two extended
resampling techniques (i.e., SMOTE and RUS) for regression
tasks and an ensemble learning technique (i.e., AdaBoost.R2)
in comparison with three top-ranked regression models (DTR,
BRR, and LR). Experiments on 6 widely-studied project
datasets with two performance measures indicate that
resampling techniques and ensemble learning techniques can
contribute to improving the performance of models for
predicting the number of defects.
To further improve the prediction performance, we propose
two novel hybrid resampling/boosting algorithms called
SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost, to alleviate the problem of
imbalanced data distribution for predicting the number of
defects. We evaluate SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost, as well
as their individual components (SmoteND, RusND and
AdaBoost.R2). Experimental results show that both
SmoteNDBoost and RusNDBoost perform significantly better
than SmoteND, RusND, and AdaBoost.R2. RusNDBoost
performs comparably to SmoteNDBoost, while being a simpler
and faster approach.
Further work from this paper includes the investigation of
other resampling techniques and ensemble learning techniques.
Currently, this paper only considers SMOTE, RUS, and
AdaBoost.R2. In addition, as mentioned in Section I, a test
team can allocate limited testing resources according to the
order of new modules based on the predicted numbers of
defects, which ignores the module size, testing cost, and
severity of defects. Some applications might prefer allocating
limited testing resources according to the severity of defects, or
require the test team to consider testing cost. This will be one
of our future research interests. Moreover, we plan to apply our
method to a real-life application [80-81].
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